DECISIONS OF THE DISCIPLINARY COUNCIL OF 28th NOVEMBER 2018

On November 28, 2018, the Disciplinary Council of Confédération Africaine de Football, chaired by Mr. Osman Yassin, held a meeting in order to decide over the case below.

Match CC 169: Raja Club Athletic (Morocco) vs AS Vita Club (DR Congo), Complexe Mohamed V 25.11.2018 played in the frame of the Total Cup of Confederation 2018.

The Jury had the opportunity to examine the documents transmitted by the match officials in which appear:

- that the match was stopped for almost three minutes after the first goal of the Raja Club because of the massive use by supporters of smoke of different types;
- that bottles and other projectiles have been thrown by the Raja Club fans on the technical surface and on the pitch several times before and during the match;
- that the player n9 of Raja Club was expelled at the end of the match for giving a violent head shot to a player of AS Vita Club.

Thus, the following decisions were taken against Raja Club Athletic:

1. Suspension of the player n9 Moussine lajour for his next three matches, namely match CC 170 AS Vita Club (DR Congo) vs Raja Club Athletic (Morocco) and his next two games in the context of the CAF Interclub competitions;
2. A fine of US $ 5,000 (five thousand US dollars) for the use of smokes by supporters;
3. A fine of US $ 5,000 (five thousand US dollars) for throwing bottles and other projectiles by the supporters.